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Preface

At the end of September 2013, the 14th conference of the Italian Association of
Chinese Studies (AISC) was held in Procida, a little island in the Gulf of Naples. In
those very days it happened that the General Secretary of Communist Party of China
8I *INPING MENTIONED FOR THE ÎRST TIME THE PROJECT OF ESTABLISHING AN ECONOMIC
ZONEALONGTHEANCIENT3ILK2OAD)TWASTHEBEGINNINGOFANEW ENORMOUSPROJECT
launched by Chinese government, aimed not only at the further development of
the domestic market and industrial production, especially in Western areas of the
COUNTRY INTHEAFTERMATHOFTHEÎNANCIALCRISIS4HE"ELTAND2OAD)NITIATIVE
(BRI) had also the goal to further develop the relationships between China and
a vast area of neighboring countries, including even far-away Asian, African and
%UROPEANCOUNTRIES ANDTOSPREADADIլERENTIMAGEOF#HINAITSELF!SITHASOFTEN
happened in the last decades, along the economic and social development of China,
THE"2)PROJECTAROUSEDMUCHINTERESTANDAWEBUTALSORAISEDMUCHCRITICISMAND
suspect, with the result that China stepped to an even more central position on the
stage of world’s political and cultural scene, and the attention to her grew deeper
and deeper.
The academic activity of the members of AISC since 2013 may be then called “BRI
GENERATIONÄACTIVITY4HEÎRSTRESULTSOFTHESCIENTIÎCRESEARCHOFTHISGENERATIONOF
Italian sinologists, which include both scholars of previous generations and several
young scholars who started their activity in recent years were exposed at the 15th
conference of AISC, held in Macerata in September 2015.
The contributions collected in this second issue of Selected Papers represent
a small part of those delivered at the 15th conference, which underwent a strict
PEERREVIEW)NGENERAL THEÎELDSOFRESEARCHOFTHESEÃ"2)GENERATIONÄESSAYSARE
MULTIFARIOUS SPANDIլERENTERASANDDIլERENTREALMSOF#HINESECULTURE
Marco Meccarelli explores the origin of one of the most ancient and powerful
icons of China, long 嗏, the dragon. Meccarelli’s article helps to bridge the gap by
introducing the reliable theories on the origin of the mythical animal, focusing
PARTICULARLY ON ISSUES OF TYPOLOGY  CLASSIÎCATION  AND LATEST DEBATES ON THE
distinction between the long and the dragons of the other cultures.















Antiquity and one of the core theories of ancient Chinese philosophy is dealt
WITHBY,UCA6ANTAGGIATO WHODISCUSSESTHEPROBLEMOFTHEHUMANNATUREIN8UNZI
ANDHISUNDERSTANDINGOF-ENCIUS6ANTAGGIATOÁSARTICLEOլERSAGRAMMATICALAND
PHILOSOPHICALANALYSISOFTHEQUOTATIONOFTHEÃ8INGEÄ ᙝᚬ chapter of the Xunzi.
Victoria Almonte introduces Western scholars to the geographical work Lingwai
Daida ዣཌԙㆊ [Notes from the lands beyond the Passes], written by Zhou Qufei
ઞৱ䶔 in 1178 and encompassing descriptions of geography, history and customs
from Guangxi province to Northern African countries during the Southern Song
dynasty.
'IULIA&ALATO INTHEÎELDOFMISSIONARIESSTUDIES COMPARESTHETongyou Jiaoyu
ㄛᒲᮏ㛨 [On the education of children], written around 1632 by the Jesuit
MISSIONARY !LFONSO 6AGNONE 3*ÁS ¾  WITH :HU 8IÁS Xiaoxue ቅᆜ, in
ORDERTOAPPRAISETHEPOTENTIALINÏUENCEOF:HU8IÁSAPPROACHTOTHEEDUCATIONON
Vagnone’s pedagogic treatise.
!LESSANDRO 4OSCO ANALYSES THE ÃTRAGICÄ REPRESENTATION OF THE HEROINEÁS
exemplary execution in the well-known drama Dou E yuan ボၛߚ;4HE)NJUSTICE
to Dou E] by Guan Hanqing ީ≿OFTHE9UANDYNASTYANDDISCUSSESTHECULTURAL
background in which these dramatic representations are set.
Gabriele Tola presents the John Fryer Paper, the archive of the famous English
missionary and sinologist, which may be a useful bibliographic instrument for
research on missionary linguistics, on the cultural interactions between the West
and China and on the Xixue Dongjian 㾵ᆮᶧ╮.
The twentieth century is the period attracting most of the interest of the
contributors of these Selected papers. Martina Turriziani analyses the Travel Diary
of Italy (Yidali youji ᝅཝ⑮䇦 WRITTENBY+ANG9OUWEIᓭᴿѰ during his trip
to Europe at the beginning of the twentieth century, discusses his views upon the
)TALIANÃHEROESÄOFTHE2ISORGIMENTO'ARIBALDI -AZZINIAND#AVOUR ANDTRANSLATES
a fu poem dedicated to the Cavour.
Selusi Ambrogio tries to deconstruct the widely-renowned principle of
ÃEXCLUSIONÄOF!SIATICTHOUGHTFROMTHEREALMOFPHILOSOPHY DUETOTHECOLONIAL
culture of the 19th century. The point of view he adopts is that of Mou Zongsan ⢕ᇍ
п, one of the leading thinkers of nineteenth-century Modern New Confucianism,
WHODISCUSSEDTHECORRECTDEÎNITIONANDTHECHRONOLOGICALCOLLOCATIONOFTHISSO
CALLEDÃEXCLUSIONÄ
,ITERARY STUDIES HERE REPRESENTED ARE INÏUENCED BY THE LATEST Ã3INOPHONE
STUDIESÄ  THE LITERATURE IN #HINESE LANGUAGE WRITTEN OUTSIDE #HINA ,UCA 0ISANO
takes into account Taiwanese literature, which narrates literary landscapes as
background of literary works. The urban space of Taipei is certainly one of the
privileged places, and Taipei’s “city south (chengnan ค) is particularly important
for the so-called Taipeiology.
'AO8INGJIAN儎㺂ڛ, a de-territorialized author with bilingual and a bicultural
consciousness, constantly reveals his ability to give his hybrid self the shape of

















literary and artistic works which transcend boundaries. Simona Gallo compares
Gao’s most recent play written in French, Ballade Nocturne, and its self-translation
Yejian xingge དྷ䯉㺂ↂ.
Martina Codeluppi’s article compares Ha Jin and Ma Jian, two amongst the most
IMPORTANT VOICES IN CONTEMPORARY #HINESE DIASPORIC LITERATURE THEIR DIլERENT
VOICES SHOW DIլERENT INÏUENCES OF TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISPLACEMENT ON THE
narratological features of the novels and emphasize the role of the individual in
the process of reshaping memory through literature.
#HINESEMODERNARTISAWELLSTUDIEDÎELDOFRESEARCHTOO)NTHELASTYEARS 
#HINAHASBEENEXPERIENCINGAMAJORDEVELOPMENTOFTHEMUSEUMSYSTEMANDA
proliferation of art museums. Ornella De Nigris argues that this growth, which has
BEENLABELLEDÃMUSEUMIÎCATIONÄ WASFOSTEREDBYTHEGOVERNMENTÁSNEWPOLITICAL
agenda and the development of private collections.
In 21st century China, shanshuihua ኧ≪⭱ appears as a changing concept
exposed to global issues and art theories. Elena Macrì attempts to identify the
diverse ways in which some contemporary artists perceive and depict landscape,
by looking at three representative art exhibitions organized
outside China as case studies.
4HEURBANPHENOMENONOFGRAխTIARTtuya yishu ⎸呜㢰ᵥ) since the beginning
of the 21st century has quickly acquired a large following among young artists in
THE MAJOR CITIES OF THE COUNTRY !DRIANA )EZZI ANALYSES +WAN9IN #LANÁS Shengong
yijiang ⾔ᐛᝅॖ, and demonstrates how, in China as everywhere, the globalizing
TENDENCIES AS WELL AS THE DESIRE FOR SPECIÎCITY AND PARTICULARITY CAN BE FULÎLLED
within transculturality.
Immigration from China to Italy in the last years has been a large social
PHENOMENON  SO THAT IN  LOCAL MEDIA CREATED THE EXPRESSION Ã.EW 0RATOÄ
phenomenon, being Prato the Italian city with a very large Chinese community,
one of the biggest in Europe. Daniele Massaccesi attempts to explore the identity of
THEÃ.EW)TALIANSÄWITH#HINESEORIGIN ASOFTENTHENATIONALMEDIAREFERTOTHEM
The minority nationality of the Naxi is the focus of Cristiana Turini’s contribution.
She aims at developing an anthropological and cross-cultural analysis of the patientpractitioner encounter in Western biomedical context and among the Naxi people
TODAYINHABITINGTHEREGIONONTHEBORDERBETWEEN9UNNANAND3ICHUANPROVINCES
The nearest contemporaneity is dealt with by the last two articles. Tanina
Zappone tries to develop the analytic framework delineated in previous studies on
PRC government spokesperson system, in order to collocate the evolution of the
system in the wider context of China’s government communication.
Finally, a contribution on the state of Internet governance is put forward by
Gianluigi Negro: he provides an overview on the role of private sector and its coevolutionary approach in relation to the state government as well as the shift from
an approach primarily focused on domestic issues (duinei) to a more international
oriented one (duiwai).

















!LTHOUGH THE ÎELDS OF RESEARCH COVERED BY BOTH THE OLDER AND THE YOUNGER
generations of Italian scholars within China studies are many more, the second
issue of the Selected papers of AISC attempts to put forward the most advanced
studies brought about in the last years: they show the depth of the analysis of the
AUTHORS THEINÏUENCEOFTHEINTERNATIONALCOMMUNITYOFSINOLOGISTSANDINGENERAL
the vitality of the research on China and its culture in Italy during the 2010s.

